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Grass 7 broken in QGIS 2.18 Mac

2019-02-23 05:39 PM - MRick -

Status: Closed

Priority: Normal

Assignee: William Kyngesburye

Category: GRASS

Affected QGIS version:3.4.0 Regression?: Yes

Operating System: Mac Easy fix?: No

Pull Request or Patch supplied:No Resolution: invalid

Crashes QGIS or corrupts data:No Copied to github as #: 29176

Description

QGIS 2.18.19-2 is the latest version packaged with Grass 7. For any reasons, All the following versions been have packaged with Grass 6

only. But the tools are unusable with this version because they are compatible with version 7 only…

I get an error message saying Grass 7 hasn't been installed correctly.

I tried to copy grass7 components from QGIS 2.18.19-2 into my 2.18.28 version, but it doesn't to work… QGIS won't see Grass 7 at all. I

am needing to revert to version 2.18.19-2.

In the readme files it's never mentioned such a regression.

History

#1 - 2019-02-23 05:40 PM - MRick -

Bug is affected to QGIS version 3.4.0 because it's impossible to select lower versions.

#2 - 2019-02-23 08:42 PM - Jürgen Fischer

- Resolution set to invalid

- Status changed from Open to Closed

2.18 is EOL.

#3 - 2019-02-23 11:03 PM - MRick -

Jürgen Fischer wrote:

2.18 is EOL.

Excuse-me, but QGIS 2.18 is still heavily used in companies. QGIS 3.4 is still very buggy and incompatible with a lot of plug-ins not upgraded.

QGIS 2.18 is more stable.

#4 - 2019-02-23 11:05 PM - Giovanni Manghi

Excuse-me, but QGIS 2.18 is still heavily used in companies. QGIS 3.4 is still very buggy and incompatible with a lot of plug-ins not upgraded.

QGIS 2.18 is more stable.
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but is officially not anynmore the LTR. And will not get any bug fix in the future, this plan/schedule is known since a long now...
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